ABSTRACT

Human needs include physical and spiritual needs, spiritual needs not only the religious needs of human beings and their creator, but including other inner needs that must be met so that people can run and enjoy life.

The level of competition higher life makes people need tools as a media release is saturated. One is a business. Futsal sport that is currently much loved by connoisseurs of sport especially football bola. Kata Futsal comes from the Spanish, namely Futbol (football) and Sala (room), which when combined means to be "Football in the Room". 

by karena itu menarik is when di Indonesia ini especially in the area of Surabaya is terdapat tempat futsal center of an international standard agar if the sport in Indonesia could be grown with good, known by the outside world where adequate facilities are supported oleh salah satunya yaitu seperti futsal center this.

In obtaining the necessary data, conducted several reviews of the literature. Among them is an overview of the lighting, colors, furniture, materials and penghawaan and futuristic design style. Literature review were used to obtain results with light intensity lighting is good, the selection of harmonious colors, and materials as needed penghawaan comfortable style that is expected to appear correctly.

Research methods including data collection held directly or indirectly. Surveys, interviews and pooling of respondents to the parties concerned is the way in which to obtain primary data. While literature, magazines, and internet on the planning Futsal CENTER merupak an way to obtain secondary data. Tracing the problem is done by analyzing and comparing gool own futsal with the interior of an equivalent number of competitors. After getting the data from the field, literature and the comparison with other competitors continue to analyze the elements - the architecture and interior supporting elements, so we get a new concept for designing a futsal CENTER.

This design concept is the image of Surabaya. The focus of the design lies in the futsal area, café area, and fitness area. Nuances that will appear on the interior gool Bonek Futsal is a futsal center because it reflects who has the image of the city of Surabaya on each selected space and provide more functions and benefits of each activity